NOTES:

1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR ADDITIONAL PART SUFFIXES TO INDICATE PACKAGE QUANTITY.
2. THE FIBERRUNNER QUIKLOCK NETRACK AND NETFRAME RACK MOUNT BRACKET ALLOWS FOR 5/8" THREADED ROD (NOT INCLUDED) TO BE MOUNTED TO THE TOP OF A PANDUIT NETRACK AND/OR NETFRAME CABLE MANAGEMENT RACK. THE FIBERRUNNER QUIKLOCK NETRACK AND NETFRAME RACK MOUNT BRACKET ALSO ALLOWS FOR THE FIBERRUNNER 4x4, 6x4 AND 12x4 CABLE ROUTING SYSTEMS TO BE FLUSH MOUNTED DIRECTLY TO THE TOP OF THE BRACKET WHEN USED WITH THE FIBERRUNNER QUIK MOUNT CLIPS (FROMC-X, SOLD SEPERATELY).
3. THE FIBERRUNNER QUIKLOCK NETRACK AND NETFRAME RACK MOUNT BRACKET KIT INCLUDES:
   - ONE (1) BRACKET,
   - FOUR (4) 1/4-20x3/4 HEX HEAD CAP SCREWS,
   - FOUR (4) 1/4 HELICAL SPRING LOCK WASHERS,
   - ONE (1) 5/8-11 HEAVY HEX NUT,
   - ONE (1) 5/8 HELICAL SPRING LOCK WASHER.
4. FINISH COLOR: BLACK (EXCEPT FOR HARDWARE).
5. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE IN METRIC.
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